VERSES FOR THE FOUR PROCESSES’ CHARACTERS

Addition
Percival Plus collects all things,
each hand holds quite a heap.
He adds the treasures that he finds,
and saves them in his keep.

Subtraction
Moira Minus shares with all,
her kindness ever strong.
The bag she holds is often empty.
She travels far and long.

OR

Moira Minus loves to share her books,
And so it’s clear to see
That she may want to borrow some
To help all those in need.

Multiplication
Tamara Times knows quite well
that 2 times 2 makes 4.
She always likes to multiply,
quickening Percival’s chores.

Division
Duke Demi Divide is a kind old man
with each one he will share.
The treasures of the land
he divides, with the utmost of care.